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14K Low-Profile, shown 
with optional equipment

10K Low-Profile,
standard spec

10K LOW-PROFILE
Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 18' and 20'
Deck Width: 82" between fenders
Beaver Tail: 27"
Ramps: 60"L × 16"W

14K LOW-PROFILE
Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 18', 20' and 24'6"
Deck Width: 82" between fenders
Beaver Tail: 27"
Ramps: 60"L × 16"W

FLATBED TRAILERS
10K AND 14K GVW
Exceptionally strong and lightweight with a low profile
These heavy-duty yet lightweight Low-Profile trailers are ideal for handling tall loads. Constructed 
of fuel-efficient, low-maintenance aluminum, the 10K and 14K Low-Profile flatbeds are engineered 
to perform and built to last. Choose from a wide variety of popular options to customize your trailer: 
lockable toolbox, spare tire, winch, multiple ramp options and more!
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23K Low-Profile, shown 
with optional equipment

23K GVW
A heavier-duty low-profile design
The 23K Low-Profile design takes EBY’s legendary engineering to the extreme. Boasting the same 
fuel-efficient, low-maintenance aluminum as all of our trailers, and equipped with an industrial-strength 
frame, heavy-duty wheels, and rock-solid dual drop-legs, the 23K Low-Profile is a dependable work horse. 
With an impressive array of options—lockable toolbox, spare tire, winch and much more—this trailer will 
be on the job for years to come.

23K LOW-PROFILE
Standard Sizes:
Deck Length: 25'9" (Length includes 3'3" beavertail)
Deck Width: 82" between fenders
Beaver Tail: 39"
Ramps: 60"L × 24"W

All EBY trailers feature Dexter axles.
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14K DECK-OVER
Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 18', 20' and 24'6"
Deck Width: 97 3/4" (102" overall)
Beaver Tail: 51"
Ramps: 60"L × 16"W

14K Deck-Over, shown 
with optional equipment

10K DECK-OVER
Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 18' and 20'
Deck Width: 97 3/4" (102" overall)
Beaver Tail: 51"
Ramps: 60"L × 16"W

10K Deck-Over, shown 
with optional equipment

FLATBED TRAILERS
10K AND 14K GVW
Exceptionally strong and lightweight with a wide floor
These heavy-duty yet lightweight Deck-Over trailers are ideal for hauling 
loads requiring a wider deck. Constructed of fuel-efficient, low-maintenance 
aluminum, the 10K and 14K Deck-Over flatbeds are engineered to perform 
and built to last. They are easy to customize for your specific needs with a 
wide variety of popular options, such as fold-flat ramps, lockable toolbox, 
spare tire, winch and more!
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25K DECK-OVER
Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 20' + 5', 25' + 5'

and 30' + 5'
Deck Width: 102" (overall)
Beaver Tail: 60"
Ramps: 60"L × 24"W

25K GVW
Lighter and stronger deck-over designs
Our 25K Deck-Over takes EBY’s legendary engineering to extremes, using fuel-efficient, low-maintenance 
aluminum to maximize payload capacity. Equipped with a rock-solid frame, heavy-duty aluminum ramps, and 
rugged deck construction, the 25K Deck-Over is a dependable work horse. Customize with a lockable toolbox, 
spare tire, winch, or any number of other options, and this heavy-duty deck-over will be a trusted job-site 
companion for years to come.

25K Deck-Over, shown 
with optional equipment



IS OUR PURPOSE™

PASSION
YOUR

As a third-generation, family-run business built on a heritage of 
innovation since 1938, EBY understands your passion for excellence. 
Selecting the best tools and materials, doing the job right, and standing 
behind your work are not optional—they’re a way of life. At EBY, we 
share those same values and commitment to giving customers our  
best and build them into each trailer we produce.

EBY aluminum equipment trailers are engineered to perform and  
built to last. Designed with lightweight aluminum—which is more 
fuel-efficient and easier to maintain than steel—and equipped with 
impressive features and versatile options, EBY equipment trailers  
are built for the long haul.

That’s our purpose…delivering a quality product that helps you  
live out your passion.





FLATBED TRAILERS
15.9K GVW
Lightweight single-wheel gooseneck
EBY’s 15.9K Gooseneck is a lightweight design that delivers a heavy-duty payload capacity. 
Engineered to maximize aluminum’s fuel-efficient, low-maintenance characteristics, the 15.9K 
Gooseneck stands head and shoulders above typical steel trailers, allowing you to haul more 
and save more. Complete the package with an impressive array of options—spare tire, 
winches, wheel choices and more.

15.9K GOOSENECK
Standard Sizes:
Deck Length: up to 24'6"
Deck Width: 102"
Beaver Tail: 51"
Ramps: 60"L × 30"W

15.9K Gooseneck,
standard spec
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25K Gooseneck, shown 
with optional equipment

25K GVW
Dual-wheel gooseneck that’s 2,000 pounds lighter than steel
Our all-aluminum 25K Gooseneck trailer is approximately 2,000 lbs—a full ton —lighter than comparably 
spec’d steel trailers. Boasting the same fuel-efficient, low-maintenance aluminum as all of our trailers, and 
with an impressive design—featuring 19" main beams, heavy-duty 50/50 ramps, Hutch spring suspension, 
and more—the 25K Gooseneck truly is engineered to perform and built to last. Outfit with your choice of 
load-securement, flooring and other options, and be prepared for a trailer that is more advanced than 
anything you’ve owned before.

25K GOOSENECK
Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 20' + 5', 25' + 5' and 30' + 5'
Deck Width: 102" (overall)
Beaver Tail: 60"
Ramps: 60"L × 48"W

EBY offers a wide variety of aluminum truck 
bodies to complement your equipment trailer. 

Contact your EBY representative for details.
bodies to complement your equipment trailer. 



OPTIONS
POPULAR
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RAMP OPTIONS

Spare Wheel and Tire

Aluminum Wheels

A-Frame Tool Box Electric Winch

Relocatable D-Ring Sliding Winches

Available options vary by model. Additional options available. Contact your EBY representative for details.

36" wide

(2) 1/3 fold-flat

50/50 fold-flat

Bi-fold



Standard Sizes:
Deck Lengths: 18' and 20'
Deck Width: 82" between fenders
Beaver Tail: 43"
Ramp Length: 77"

CUSTOM ENCLOSED TRAILERS
Fully customizable designs
Individually suited for specific haulers—from moving companies, landscapers 
and construction, to car enthusiasts, motorcyclists and weekend warriors—you 
won’t find a more versatile, finely tuned trailer. Constructed of fuel-efficient, 
low-maintenance aluminum, a custom EBY enclosed trailer is engineered 
to perform and built to last.

Standard Sizes:
Lengths: Gooseneck up to 36'

Bumper-Pull up to 24'
Widths: 96" to 102"
Heights: 6'6" to 8'6"
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EBY is a proud member of The National Association of Trailer Manufacturers, dedicated to improving 
trailer safety and performance. EBY trailers are manufactured in compliance with NATM guidelines.

CAR TRAILER
7K GVW commercial-grade car hauler
Boasting the same fuel-efficient, low-maintenance aluminum 
as all EBY trailers, and equipped with a low deck, adjustable 
ramps and removable fenders, this 7K Car Trailer will provide 
years of service.

Enclosed trailers available in 
gooseneck and bumper-pull models

18' × 82" Car Trailer, shown 
with optional equipment

TRAILERS

SPECIALTY



800-292-4752
www.mheby.com

EBY designs and manufactures a complete line of aluminum agri-transportation equipment

HORSE TRAILERSLIVESTOCK TRAILERS LIVESTOCK SEMI-TRAILERS

TRUCK BODIESEQUIPMENT TRAILERS GRAIN TRAILERS
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